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AMERICAN 

JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY 

VOL. LXXV, 2 WHOLE No. 298 

A MUCH MISREAD PASSAGE OF THE TIMAEUS 

(TIMAEUS 49 C 7-50 B 5). 

In 1906 Fraccaroli declared that this passage of the Timaeus 
had been misunderstood in whole or in part by all earlier com- 
mentators. In 1928 A. E. Taylor in his Commentary on Plato's 
Timaeus agreed with this judgment but included in the con- 
demnation Fraccaroli's own interpretation as well. Despite the 
appearance of Taylor's commentary, Bury's translation, Corn- 
ford's translation and commentary, the careful translation by 
Robin, and a special note by Hackforth on part of the passage, 
it remains true in my opinion that the passage has not been 
correctly translated and explained. Since in consequence it is 
often cited as evidence for a doctrine that it does not espouse, I 
have here undertaken to set down first what I hold to be the 
correct translation of 49 C 7-50 A 4, followed by a detailed com- 
mentary to defend and explain this translation point by point, 
then the translation with commentary of the illustrative passage, 
50 A 4-B 5, and finally some supplementary remarks upon the 
significance of the whole passage in its context. 

In Timaeus 48 E ff. Plato has said that his account of the 
universe now requires the introduction of a third factor besides 
the two that he has hitherto been employing. In an attempt to 
explain this third factor he speaks of the fact that phenomenal 
fire, air, water, and earth seem to be constantly changing and 
giving rise one to another. It is to these phenomena that rovrWv 
in 49 D 1, the second word of the translation, refers. 
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Timaeus 49 C 7-50 A 4 

TRANSLATION 

49 C 7-D1 Since these thus never appear as severally identical, concern- 
ing which of them could one without shame firmly assert that 
this is any particular thing and not another ? 1 It is not possible, 
but by far the safest way is to speak of them on this basis:- 

49 D 5 What we ever 2 see coming to be at different times in different 

places, for example fire, not to say " this is fire" but "what on 
any occasion is such and such is fire " nor " this is water" but 
"what is always such and such is water" 3 nor ever " <this> ", 
as if it had some permanence, "is some other "4 of the things 

49 E 1 that we think we are designating as something when by way of 

pointing we use the term "this " or "that." 5 For it slips away 
and does not abide the assertion of "that" and "this " or any 
assertion that indicts them of being stable.7 But <it is safest> 
not to speak of these as severally distinct 8 but so to call the 

49 E 5 such and such that always recurs alike in each and all cases 

together,9 for example <to call> 10 that which is always such and 
such 1 fire and so with everything that comes to be;12 and, on 
the other hand, that in which these severally distinct character- 
istics 13 are ever and anon being manifested as they come to be 

50 A 1 in it and out of which again they are passing away, it is safest 
to designate it14 alone when we employ the word "this" or 
"that" but what is of any kind soever, hot or white or any of 
the contraries and all that consist of these, not in turn to call it 1' 

any of these. 

COMMENTARY 

7 roiov acLVTV s ov OTLOvY TOVTO KaL OVK aAAo 7 raytUs tLLaXvptl6O,Levos. 
Stallbaum (1838) construed ,rotov av6rv i(rTLv o; TrL ray7 LL ttaXvpLto- 

ILevo0 O;r7 OTtLOV avrTv T7ro0 crTL Kal OVK dXao. This is syntactically 
possible but it is nonsensical to say: " of which of them could one 
without shame assert that any of them is this and not another." 
Now, in 49 B 2-5 Plato has said: " For it is hard to assert of each 
of these severally 07roLov orVTW- vcop XP XAiyetv p/aXov jO 7Irp KaL 

OTOLOV OTLOVV aAAXov - j Kat Jrav-ra KaO' EKaa6T'v re (. . ? and which 
one must call any particular thing rather than everything at once 
as well as severally"). This indicates that in the present passage 
TOVTO is the subject of ov and OrToiv KaL OVK \XXo the predicate, the 
antecedent of TOVTO being ,roLov avrowv. The result is the translation 
that I have given, which is perfectly logical and in accord with 
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49 B 2-5 in intention as well as in grammar. So far as I know the 
commentators and translators of the passage, only Eva Sachs (Die 
Fiinf Platonischen Kirper, p. 189) has clearly got this sentence right, 
though Robin in his translation (Platon: Oeuvres Completes, II 

[1942]) may have construed it correctly (. .. "qu'il est celui-ci ou 
celui-la et non point un autre "). Archer-Hind made rTOVT Kat OVK 
JAXo the predicate and neglected Ortoiv altogether (. .. "which of 
them can we positively affirm to be really this" . . .); and Cornford, 
construing in the same way, tried to account for oTtoiv as a kind of 
modifier of TOVTO (" which of them can we stedfastly affirm to be 
this-whatever it may be-and not something else"). Martin's 
translation seems to follow Stallbaum's construction. Apelt, Bury, 
Fraccaroli, and Rivaud are unclear, but all of them either neglected 
TOVTO altogether or took OTLOVV TOVo together somehow as predicate 
of ov. Taylor in his Commentary does not express himself on this 
matter. The construction of this sentence has real significance, for 
anyone who takes TOVro here as predicate of ov is almost bound to 
misconstrue all the rest of the passage. 

2 
del o KaOopG(fiev AA'ore aAAX? ytyv0o'Jevov. Eva Sachs (op. cit., p. 

189, n. 1) says that aEd belongs to 7rpouayopev'tv in D 6 just as ael 
in 49 D 7 does; and Taylor (Commentary, p. 319, n. 1) criticizes 
Fraccaroli for taking " the ade of 49 D 4 and that of D 7 apart from 
the KaAXEv to which they belong." (Since there is no KaX)tv in this 
sentence, Taylor presumably means 7rpoaayopevetv in D 6, as Miss 
Sachs does.) If the adl in D 7 goes with 7rpoaayopevetv, however, the 
KdaTOTre of D 5-6 does too; and, if 7KdaTOTE modifies Trpocrayopevlv, 

the adc here in D 4 surely does not, for dek . . . KaCTOTE 7Tpooa- 
yopeVEtv would be at least redundant and to construe so would deprive 
O KaOop(LEv ... . yVO6L?EVOV of the generalizing adverb that it 
clearly requires. Even if dKa'rTOTe in D 5-6 and ad in D 7 do not 
modify 7rporayopevrcv, as I believe they do not (see note 3 infra), 
both the word-order and the logic are against taking aEd here with 
7rpoca-yopevev in D 6 and in favor of taking it with the whole phrase 
o KaOopWItev . . . ytyv/vo'Vv, practically meaning: "whenever any- 
thing is seen happening now here and again there." Cf. in the 
parallel sentence at 49 E 7ff. (see notes 3 and 14 infra) ev ` oc 
EyyLyvo/Leva aeL . .. a7roXva .... 

3 r6 TOCOVTOV eKaoTOTE (D 5-6) and roTO rOToro ad (D 6-7) are 
clearly parallel and have the same meaning. This is expressed more 
circumstantially by ro TOrovO deV 7repL +epO'ICevov OioLov in E 5, where 
dae modifies not 7repicfepo'evoV alone (as Taylor implies [Commentary, 
p. 319, n. 1]) but 7repltepo'lEvov O'LuoLOV, i.e. of/otLov no less than 

7rEpL4EpO6(LeVOV. In E 6-7 TO oa 7rravrO5 roLOrTOV is explicitly given as 
the shorter equivalent of the phrase in E 5; and this in itself shows 
that -o TotovTov EKad(TO--T and TO TOLOVTOV adE in D 5-7 are to be taken 
as unitary phrases, i. e. that Kadoa-TOT and ddE are not to be separated 
from rO TOIOVToOV and construed with 7rpooayopeve'v. 
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That rTOVT aXAa TO TOLOVTOV EaKdaTOTE and TOVTO JAAa TO TOlOVTOV 

aei are primary objects of wrpoo-ayopEv'lv (i. e. subjects of the state- 
ment itself) and 7rvp and {o8wp are secondary objects (i. e. predicates) 
is shown by the use of T TOL 70 OV rather than Troovrov and by the 
fact that o KaOop(wiev . . . ytLyvo/levov, which in fact is what men 
commonly call " fire," " water," etc., is taken up by TOVro (cf. Ev & 

. . . a7rXvTa, JLuovov EKELVO av 7rpocayopevetv . . . [49 E 7-50 A 2] 
and note 14 infra). Thus 7OTro here (D 5 and 6) corresponds to 
rTOvr in D 2 correctly understood as the subject of ov, and 7rvp and 
;v'sop here correspond to the predicate rLoTtv there (see note 1 supra). 
The injunction therefore is "not to call this transient phenomenon 
fire or water." So Martin construed these words, and so did Frac- 
caroli and Ritter (Platons Dialoge [1903], p. 115, note: "nicht 
dieses Bestimmte sondern eben was eine bestimmte Beschaffenheit 
habe sei Feuer "); Eva Sachs (op. cit., p. 189) apparently construed 
correctly but confused herself by translating TOVTO "die Substanz" 
and TO TOLOVTOV "die Qualitat." Taylor (Commentary, p. 316) says 
explicitly that Martin is wrong and that TOVTO and rT rotOrTov are 
predicative (i. e. secondary objects): " we must in every case call 
fire not 'this' but 'this-like' "; but the only reason that he gives 
for rejecting Martin's construction is that it " makes the text really 
untranslatable," and this is not true. In fact, if TroVo were predica- 
tive, the 7rp in D 6 would be worse than redundant; this Cornford 
seems to have recognized, for he proposed to excise it (Plato's Cos- 
mology, p. 179, n. 1) since he too took Toroo aJhaa -TO sTOVTro to be 
predicative. So it had been taken by Archer-Hind, Apelt, and Bury; 
before them Stallbaum had so construed it as the natural consequence 
of his misconstruing Js ov OTtOi V TOUITO in D 2. Rivaud appears to 
waver (. . " du feu par exemple, il ne faut jamais l'appeler 'ceci,' 
une chose determniee [i. e. e-oT-o as predicative], mais dire ' ce qui a 
telle qualit ' c'est du feu; ni de l'eau, mais tou,jours 'ce qui a telle 
qualite ' c'est de l'eau " [i. e. T TO OtOiTOV as subject of the statement]), 
while Robin in his translation appears to construe TOVTO a\hX To 

TroLtovov in D 5 as subject of 7rvp but the same phrase in D 6 as 
predicate of vi'op. 

4 /r8E aAhXo 7rorT fLrev (D 7) is parallel to the preceding vr~p and 

v'&op (D 6) and like them must be a secondary object (i. e. predica- 
tive). As the preceding 7rpouayopE'Etv is "understood" with /n8e 

v'8op roVro in D 6, so TOVTo rrpoaayopevEtv is "understood" with 

/,e aAXXo 7TroTEr 8e'v here. So Taylor also understands the supple- 
ment, though he takes this roVTo once more as secondary object (i. e. 

predicative). This TOVTO, however, being the same as that in D 5 
and D 6, refers to o KaOoptolev . . . ytYyvol,vov and is the primary 

object of 7rpooayopeVELv, i. e. the subject of aX\o pr8evv, and o r TLva 

EXOV fepbatL'rTa modifies this roVTr, not AXXo /n/e3v as Taylor sup- 

poses. The point is that as we should not say of the transient 
phenomenon "this is fire" or "this is water," so we should not 
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imply that it has any permanence by saying of it " this is air," 
"this is earth," or " this is " anything else either (see note 5 infra). 

Taylor thinks (Commentary, p. 317) that Martin's periphrastic 
translation implies his own construction, but it seems to me rather 
to imply the construction that I have adopted. Eva Sachs (op. cit., 
pp. 189-190) may also have construed this clause as I do, but her 
translation like Fraccaroli's is too compendious to be clear in this 
matter. Apelt, Bury, Rivaud, and Robin translate as if they 
"supplied " only 7rpoaayopevAEv, with Gs Tlva EXov Pe/3aatO7rTa as the 

predicate of AXXo nx78E'V (e. g. Cornford: "nor must we speak of 
anything else as having some permanence . .."); but the parallelism 
of the preceding two clauses, 7rpocayopevetv with primary and secon- 
dary objects, is against the introduction of such a construction here. 
Archer-Hind's translation, on the other hand, implies aXAo -qSoEv as 
primary object of 7rpoaayopevetv, US Ttva EXOV ]ep3ateLor7Ta in agreement 
with this, and o'cra 8ELKVVVTeS . . . 7yovLEcOd L as predicate of aAXo 
,r8e'v. Archer-Hind translates this last clause: " such predicates as 
we express by the use of the terms 'this' and 'that' and suppose 
that we signify something thereby." As Taylor has said (Commen- 
tary, p. 317) this mistranslates the words SEKiKV'Vre and s8&Xoiv, and 
in saying " this " of something one does not apply a predicate to it; 
but possibly Archer-Hind meant by his translation only " such words 
as we put into the grammatical predicate when we mean to signify 
something by saying ' This is X '." In that case, however, his transla- 
tion would mean " we must not imply stability of anything by saying 
of it that it is e. g. fire, water, etc."; but this the passage cannot 
mean, for, far from saying that nothing can be called "fire," etc. it 
explicitly states what should and what should not be so called. 

5 oaa . . . yov'je0d ar == (rovTvW) &'a .. * yov'/e0d TL and de- 

pends upon aAho pr78ev, which it thus specifies (so Taylor, Cornford, 
Bury and apparently Fraccaroli, Apelt, and Robin); but " the ante- 
cedent to ;ooa " is not, as Taylor says it is (Commentary, p. 316), the 
"things which we mistakenly suppose to be permanent," i. e. the 
ever-changing phenomena. Taylor supports this interpretation by 
saying: " For the subject of the following <evyet cannot well be 
anything but the o0ra, and it is the things falsely supposed to be 
permanent which 0evycL." Martin, Fraccaroli, Apelt, Rivaud, Corn- 
ford, and Robin would all appear to admit this argument of Taylor's, 
for they all translate as if the subject of Eev'yet were plural. It must 
be singular, however, as ovx V7rouE'vov proves (of this Archer-Hind, 
Bury, and Eva Sachs were evidently aware); and the subject of 
0evyet, therefore, is not o'aa but the TOVTO which is the primary object 
of 7rpouayopevetv and of which aXXo /,AL8v (TOV(WV) o'a .. . . yov- 
/LeOda rt is the predicate. 

The clause, ora .. . .yov/eOd Trt, does not itself mean "phe- 
nomena "; it means simply " X, where X is what we mean to desig- 
nate as something when by using the deictic pronoun we say 'this is 
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X '." In short it means what Archer-Hind's inaccurately expressed 
translation of it may have intended, though not in the construction 
that he gave it (see note 4 supra), for the point is not that you 
should not designate a phenomenon "this" or " that " (the fact 
that you cannot do so is in the next sentence given as the reason why 
you should not do what this sentence enjoins) but that you should 
not call the phenomenon anything (like "fire" and "water," the 
examples already given) that is designated in such statements as 
"this is X." 

6 I have omitted Kai Tr7V 7roe in E 3 (instead of which according 
to Rivaud W, Y, and Parisinus Graec. 1812 have Kac Trv rovrov) 
because it is absent from Simplicius' quotation of this passage 
(Phys., p. 224, 4-5). It is not, however, open to any of the objec- 
tions raised against it by Eva Sachs (op. cit., p. 190, n. 1 and p. 204, 
n. 1), Apelt (n. 140), Taylor (Commentary, pp. 317-18), and Corn- 
ford (p. 179, n. 3); and the "emendations " of Eva Sachs (rv Tro 
yev, which she herself doubted but which is adopted by Rivaud and 

Robin), Cook Wilson (rv rov TOe), Richards (rjv rT8e), and Taylor 
(riV TroSE) are either no improvement or betray misunderstanding 
of the passage. To say that a phenomenon does not abide the asser- 
tion T(We& does not mean that it cannot be said " to exist for so and 
so " (as Taylor puts it, loc. cit. [if it did, his rv rov3e would be open 
to the same objection]) but that you cannot designate it rT8e just as 
you cannot designate it ro3e or roTro. To designate something Tr8e 
is to indicate that this thing has something else as a predicate (cf. the 
Aristotelian formula ro v{TrdpXcv To'e T(r8E, where T8e is " subject" 
and ro8E' "predicate" [e.g. Anal. Prior. 49 A 6]), just as to desig- 
nate it rov83 is to indicate that it possesses something else or is the 
object of an action, thought, or assertion (not that it is " relative to 
a this," i. e. to something else, as Taylor presumes). If because a 
ytyvo/uveov is constantly changing you cannot point to it and say 
TOe (" this"), it is obvious that you cannot point to it and say 
Trbe ("to [or] for this ") or TovUe (" of this ") either (cf. Par- 
menides 142 A 1-2: 0; 8E T'arT, . . E dr) 'v TL aIVTZ 7 arLTOV;). 

7 The plurals, jovqLva do ogvra avTa (E 3-4) are at first sight strange 
after the singular subject of ievyeS ovX v7rofEIvov (E 2, see note 5 

supra), to which avTa should refer. They present no problem, of 

course, to the interpreters who erroneously represent the subject of 

SEveyet as plural. On the other hand, Archer-Hind and Eva Sachs, 
who correctly translate that subject as singular, improperly translate 
duovtaL . . . arda as singular too. Bury tries to preserve the change 
in number by translating " For such an object shuns . . . which indi- 
cates that they are stable"; but "such an object" is an evasion 
calculated to soften the transition, which neither he nor anyone ex- 

plains. Apparently Plato, just because he has said that "it," the 
phenomenon, does not abide, immediately and without further ex- 
planation refers not to " it" as a single thing but to " them," the 
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multiple and transient phases of the phenomenal flux that cannot 
be identified as distinct objects. 

8 dAAa ravTa ELv EKaarTa IL7 A Xyetv (E 4). Archer-Hind took 'Kaora 
as primary object of AXEyet and TavTa as secondary object (i. e. predi- 
cate of E'KaoTa) : " The word 'this ' we must not use of any of them." 
Eva Sachs, Apelt, and Bury construed in the same way and to the 
same effect. So did Hackforth (C. Q., XXXVIII [1944], p. 36: 
"... not to speak of the several things in question as 'these'"), 
though Taylor had already objected (Commentary, p. 318) to the 
supposed use of rav-ra as the plural of rovTro in this sense. Taylor 
himself took TavwTa 'KacaTa together as object of XEyetv and interpreted 
the clause to mean: "one should use none of these phrases." Corn- 
ford struck a compromise, construing as Archer-Hind had done but 
taking Tavra to mean " these expressions ": "we should not use these 
expressions of any of them." 

Apart from the dubious assumption that Plato would have written 
i/7/ . . . aKaara if he had meant only 1r)8ev avrVv, all these interpre- 
tations make this clause a mere repetition of the preceding sentence, 
which has already said that no phenomenon can be designated TOVTO 

or To8e. What is new in this clause is the word 'KaorTa; and, since 
the datum from which the whole of D 4-E 4 has proceeded is the 
"fact" that phenomena are processes in which no clear distinction 
of separate phases can be made (C 7 f.: 7roVT(oRv OVeOTE T-V avLTWV 

EKacTrO PavTa4oPLyevWv), it seems probable that here the word EKacrTa 

is itself a significant part of the injunction consequent upon this 
fact. I have shown that TOVTO is the primary object (not the secon- 
dary object or predicate) of 7rpoaoayopeveLv in D 5 and D 6 and is to 
be supplied as such in D 7 (see notes 3 and 4 supra). It is only 
reasonable to construe TavTa in the same way here, taking it to mean 
the transient phases of phenomenal process to which the immediately 
preceding avTr refers (see note 7 supra), and to construe E'Kacrra as 

predicative. Martin may have construed the words in this way (" il 
ne faut jamais nommer a part, comme une chose distincte, aucun de 
ces objets"), and so may Rivaud (" il ne faut jamais les designer 
comme des objets isoles"). Robin must have understood ravTa to 
refer to the phenomena, but he seems to have taken av~Ta E'KaaoTa 

together as the object of AEyev (" mais ce sont la, dans leur singu- 
larite, etres a ne point nommer"). This rather obscure translation, 
when read in the light of Robin's note (p. 1473: "le sujet sensible 
. .., determination passagere . . ., est proprement innomable") 
appears to approximate the intention of the Greek; but the implied 
construction can hardly be right, for it leaves ov'Tw in E 6 with no 
reference (as Robin must have sensed, since he evades this difficulty 
by rendering ov'To "uniformement "). Fraccaroli clearly took rav'ra 
EKaora in the way Robin later did, but he seems to have " supplied " 
OVT)o with XEyetL by anticipation of ovTro KaXlv in E 6 (" non si chia- 
mino quindi cosi queste cose singole "); this is not only an improbable 
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device in itself, but it would require OVT(w either to have different 
references in the two places (i. e. not to call the several phenomena 
"this," etc. but to call r ro or0roy "fire," etc.) or to have the wrong 
reference in one of the two (i. e. not to call the several phenomena 
"this," etc. but to call rT TotOTOV 

" 
this," etc.). 

9 TO - rotovrot V ae6 7rEpL40epOJievov OOLtOV EKaOrTOV 7rEpt Kal arvljrdvTWV 

orTW KaXeLv. Fraccaroli, Eva Sachs, Robin, and Hackforth take TO 
rotLOvTo . . . (rviTrdvTwv as a single phrase. Martin, Rivaud, Taylor, 
and Cornford take rT roLOTOrV . . . ooov as a single phrase but 
construe EKaIorov 7rEpL Kal avl7rdvTrov with KaXdv. Stallbaum, Archer- 

Hind, Apelt, and Bury all separate ael 7reppTEepodL?EVov OJLotLOv from 
TO TOtovrOV, which they take to stand alone as the designation to be 
used of " each and all" the phenomena. Stallbaum, changing o/otLov 
to 3oyows, interpreted: " to use rTOO rLOV,V, since it is always in flux, 
equally of each and all of them." Archer-Hind adopted Stallbaum's 
emendation but construed it differently; his translation, supplemented 
by his notes, is: " but such, applying in the same sense to all their 
mutations (i. e. keeping pace with the elements in their transforma- 
tions), we must predicate of each and all (i. e. TOLovroV can always 
be applied to any of them in the same sense [o0'ojws])." This seems 
to imply: TO T7roLTOV, aEL 7rEpLtq)EpO6LEVoV lOIOWS EKaYTOv Trept Kat av/L- 

7rayvTWV, OVT&) KaXE?LV (= O/LOWs 7rTeptL Ka'rTOV Kal 'vp7ravrTwv KaXELv)E 

which at least gives a function to the ovto), which Stallbaum disre- 
garded altogether. Apelt retained o/oLoov, but by "understanding" 
TO ytLyvoYIkvw with it (see his note 141) interpreted in the same 

general sense as Archer-Hind: " sondern nur 'das Derartige ' diirfen 
wir als eine in ihrer Bedeutung sich entsprechend wandelnde Be- 
zeichnung von jedem einzelnen wie von allen zusammen brauchen." 
Here again ovr-o is disregarded, as it is by Bury too, who further- 

more, while keeping oLoLtov, changes 7reptLepoteVOV to 7repILefpovO)v:w 
"but in regard to each of them and all together we must apply 
the term 'such' to represent what is always circling around (ae 
7rept0epotlevWv o/aotov) ." Bury's "emendation" is alone enough to 
condemn his interpretation, since it imports into the text a construc- 
tion, oLiotov with the genitive, unexampled in Plato and questionable 
in any good Greek (cf. Kiihner-Gerth, II, 1, p. 413, n. 10; Stephanus, 
Thesaurus, V [1851], 1966-67). The interpretations of Stallbaum, 
Archer-Hind, and Apelt all are determined by the erroneous assump- 
tion that 7repL4EpearOaL must connote a change of nature and that 
rTOLOVOV must therefore be meant to be the proper denotation of 
anything so changing (e.g. Archer-Hind: "that is to say TOtLOTOV 

. . denote[s] . . . a variable attribute"; Apelt: "Dieser [der 

Name] ... ist also in einem bestandigen Bedeutungswandel be- 

griffen"). Nothing is ever said here or elsewhere, however, to sug- 
gest that the word TOIo0VOV itself implies transience or instability of 
what it is used to denote, and the verb 7reppe[pearOat need not and in 

fact usually does not connote change of nature or character in its 
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subject. An exact parallel to 7reptLepO'LievoV here is to be found in 
Republic 402 A (OTeE Tr 7oiTXEda p, Xav0avot q/taS oXVya ov ra Ev a7rautv 

oCS ECToV 7reptcep6JLeva) and 402 C (rrptv av rTa 7TS a0j poorvvrl v LOt) 

.. . 7ravTaXov 7repLfp)EpoJLva yvwplgwpev . . .). The letters and the 

dlS there are all severally the same wherever they recur (cf. the same 
example in Politicus 277 E-278 D and observe rTv aVTrv O/LOLOt7Ta 
Kat (fv'oav [278 B 1-2] used for the identity of a letter that recurs in 
two different syllables); and Jae 7repLtepo0leVov ol3otov here must 
have the same meaning: "always recurring alike," i. e. " always self- 
identical in its recurrences." TO 8,ta 7ravVTs TOLVTOV in the next line, 
which in the particular example there given must be the equivalent 
of T7 O TOLTOV . . . here, both confirms the meaning of ael 7rept- 

4epoAL~eVov 0tLoLov and shows that these three words at least must form 
a single phrase with TO TOLOtOV (the predicative position being not 
unusual but normal for participial modifiers [cf. Gildersleeve, Syn- 
tax of Classical Greek, Part II, ~ 622, 623, 634]); and it is the 
stranger that Apelt, Archer-Hind, and Bury did not so construe 
them, for they all took To 3ta 7raVTro TotMorov as a single phrase. 
There are at least two reasons for taking 'KarTov 7repL Kat av,L7TrdvTwv 

also as part of this phrase instead of construing it with OVTrc KiaXELv. 
For one thing it is wanted to emphasize the identity of the character- 
istic through all its manifestations. The other and decisive reason 
is the meaning of ov'Tw KaXELv itself. 

As has been said, Stallbaum, Apelt, and Bury simply disregarded 
oVTo. Taylor (Commentary, p. 318) took it to refer forward to the 
example which follows (as Martin also had done) and interpreted: 
"in each case and in all to give the name (i. e. the name of 'fire' 
or ' water,' etc.) to the this-like which is perpetually turning up as 
similar." Cornford (Plato's Cosmology, p. 179, n. 4), on the other 
hand, took it "as resuming the long phrase that precedes" and 
translated: "'that which is of a certain quality and has the same 
sort of quality as it perpetually recurs in the cycle' (vo TOtOVTO 

. . ootov)-that is the description we should use (oV;Trw KaXELV) in 
the case of each and all of them " (eKa(orov 7rEpt KatL avJvLrdavv). The 
"them " which we are so to describe are according to Cornford the 
phenomena, of which we are not to use the expressions "this" and 
"that"; and accordingly he tries to interpret To Tta raVTos TOLOVTOV 

(E 6-7), which we are to call "fire," etc., as fiery stuff of which there 
is at all times a certain amount and of which the quality is sufficiently 
"alike" to be recognized and named (op. cit., p. 179, n. 5). It is 
more difficult to be sure just what Taylor conceived TO TOLOTOV . . . 
ogAotov to be, but his references to TOWOVTO as meaning a "phase," 
"occurrence," or "passing phase" (Commentary, pp. 318-19, 321) 
suggest that like Cornford he supposed it to be phenomenal appear- 
ance for which the designation TOo10TOV is here recommended. The 
following words, KaUt o?) KaL 7rvp TO 8 aL 7raVTOS TOLOVTOV, whether in 
the original or in the translations of Taylor or of Cornford, comport 
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ill with such an interpretation, however. Hackforth, therefore, who 
holds (op. cit., pp. 36-7) that " the purpose of the whole context is 
not to correct our ordinary reference of the terms, fire, air, etc .. .," 
objects that the interpretations of Taylor and of Cornford make 
Plato give a positive injunction that the words "fire," etc. are to 
be used in a new reference; and he proposes to cure this by placing 
a colon after KaAcEv and taking TO 86o 7rotoov . . . KaXelv to mean: 
" rather that quality which in the case of each and all of them is from 
time to time recurring as a similar quality we ought to designate 
accordingly (i. e. the right way to indicate a quality is by an adjec- 
tive, such as 7rvpoScs or vSapes)." In fact, however, the whole point 
of 49 D 3-E 4 (of which Hackforth says nothing in his note) is that 
the proper reference for the terms " fire," etc. is not the phenomenal 
flux of which men do erroneously try to assert them (see notes 3 and 
5 supra). Neither has there been anything in the passage so far to 
suggest that phenomenal fire should properly be called TrvpoSes; and, 
if TO)VT did refer to -TOt7TOv, as Hackforth makes it do, it ought to 
mean simply "to call the such and such . . . such and such (the 
construction which Eva Sachs had long ago put upon it) and not 
"to call it by adjectives." Hackforth objected to the clumsy Greek 
implied by Cornford's construction; but worse than clumsiness is its 
assumption that TO TOWVTOV KaXELv Wrepit EKaUFTOV is Greek for " to call 
each such and such." This construction is implied by the translations 
of Archer-Hind, Bury, and Apelt too, and Apelt tried to defend it 
(note 141); but he offers no example of TOVTO KaXeLv 7rept TLVO' 

meaning "to call something this," and I have neither been able to 
find one nor do I believe that any exists. Cornford and Hackforth, 
on the other hand, are right as against Taylor and Martin in seeing 
that oVT'o must get its meaning from something that precedes it, not 
from what follows. 

The fundamental mistake made by these and most interpreters, 
however, is their assumption that Plato must here be saying what 
name or kind of name the phenomenal "phases," "moments," or 
"occurrences" should be called, whereas he has already said that 
these transient moments of flux cannot be called anything distinct 
from anything else. This so many have overlooked simply because 
they have misconstrued the TOVTO in D 2, D 5, and D 6 and conse- 
quently the TaiTa in E 4. When it is seen that TavTa i,eYv EKaoTa awi 

'y?etv means " not to speak of these phenomenal phases as severally 
distinct," the very balance of the sentence, TO 8E TOLOVTOV . . . OVTO 

KaXEiv, " but so to call the such and such . . . ," reveals the meaning 
necessarily to be that "severally distinct," 'KacrTov, is properly 
predicated rather of the characteristic that is identical in each and 
all of its recurrences; and in fact a few lines later (E 8) aKaorTa 
av,T'v is used of these characteristics that are manifested in the 
medium. (For the interpretations of OV'TO KaXtdv implied by the 
translations of Fraccaroli and Robin see note 8 sub fin. supra. 
Rivaud apparently makes OivTw refer to the Tov 8ev that he adopts in 
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E 3; the improbability of that emendation apart [see note 6 supra], 
the reference could not be to Trov e'v without being to the TO'E and 
TOVTO there [E 2-3] at the same time, and that would amount to 
making this passage say that To TOLOVTOV KTA. should be called ToVTO 

Kat TO6E.) 

10Hackforth (loc. cit.) would take this as a separate sentence: 
"and in point of fact fire is perpetual quality, as also is everything 
that comes into being." His reason for doing this is determined by 
his erroneous interpretation of the whole passage, however (see note 
9 supra); and KaL 8ic Kal is best taken in its usual sense as introducing 
a particular example of the general rule just enunciated, not, as 
Hackforth does, to introduce a minor premise in a supposed syl- 
logism, the conclusion of which is in fact not expressed. 

11 Eva Sachs (op. cit., pp. 190-2) takes 7TOLOTOV in E 7 as predica- 
tive to 7rvp TO SLa 7raVT0o in E 6, which she translates "Feuer in 
seiner Gesamterscheinung" and distinguishes as " das Feuer im All" 
(i. e. the "non-substantial" idea of fire) from J7rav oaovTrep av EXJ 
yevertv, which in turn she takes to mean " jedes Feuer das ein Werden 

hat," i. e. " die Einzelerscheinung 'Feuer'." The very fact that 
whenever TOLOTov appears in this passage it appears with the article 
(TO TOLOVTOV in D 5, D 6, E 5) is enough to condemn such a construc- 
tion and to make it practically certain that here too the article 
governs rLOivrov, i. e. that TO 8ta 7raTTOo TOLOVTOV is a single phrase 
to which 7rp Kal 7rav . . . yeveav is to be taken predicatively. (Tr 
ev T() raVTt 7rvp of Philebus 29 B-C will not support either term of 
Eva Sach's equation: it has nothing to do with an "idea of fire," 
and it cannot be a parallel to TO SLL 7raTVTOv in this passage.) 

TO 8Lta 7TaVTOS TOLOVTOV is the equivalent of TO TOLOVTOV ac TrEpL- 

(EepoJuevov O'lLOOV EKac(Tov 7rptL KaU avL7rdaVTwv, i. e. it is the character- 
istic X which is always X, always identical with itself. The only 
other possible meaning of Sa\ 7ravTOs is " thoroughly," " altogether "; 
and, if that meant anything here, it would come to the same thing. 
Most interpreters translate by " constantly," "perpetually," " at all 
times "; but some of them clearly seek to give this a distributive or 
aggregative implication which approximates the interpretation of 
Eva Sachs, who baldly translates TO TOLOVTOV in E 5 by "Aggre- 
gatzustand " and TO Lta ravTro in E 6 by "in seiner Gesamterschei- 

nung." So according to Cornford (see note 9 supra) TO taL 7ravros 

TOtLOTOV refers to a fiery stuff of which there is at all times (i. e. 
at any given time) a certain amount that can be recognized and 
named. Apart from the fact that 8ta 7raV7o's cannot bear such a 
meaning any more than it can the still freer translation of Apelt 
(" alles . . . was iiberhaupt als ein derartiges erscheint "), TO TOLOV- 

TOv has not been prescribed as the proper designation of a single 
phenomenal occurrence, and so TO 8La ravros TOLOVTOV cannot be 

prescribed as the designation of any phenomenal aggregate, all of 
which together must be as transient and indistinguishable as the 
transient components. 
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12 a'raV OroV7Irep avy ~X yXevanV like 7rSp is predicate of TO &ta 7ravTos 

T0tovTov, and this itself proves that TO Sta 7ravTL o is a general formula 
in which TOtoVTOV is a "variable." I. e. the only factors in generation 
that can properly be called by the distinct names, "fire," "air," 
" water," etc. are the characteristics which being perpetually identical 
are severally distinct, not the unstable manifestations in phenomenal 
flux that cannot be clearly distinguished from one another. 

13 TKarTa acrvTV (E 8), i. e. the perpetually identical characteristics 
which are severally distinct, each being To sta 7raVTrOS TOtLOTOv and 
which are properly called " fire," "water," etc. See note 9 supra 
(sub fin.). 

14 cEyo (50 A 1) resumes ev W . . &roXXvTaL and is the primary 
object of 7rporayopevctv. This is exactly parallel to the construction 
in 49 D 4-6 where Tovro resumes dlE o5 KaOopLEVv . . . yLyvo,Cevov and 
is the primary object of 7rpoaayopevelv (see note 3 supra). 

15 KtVO in 50 A 4 is the primary object of KaXEdv (just as (KELVO in 
50 A 1 is the primary object of 7rpoaayopev'tv [note 14 supra] ) and 

ILeSv TovTuWv, which resumes TO5 &roLovovv t . . K. Eo TOVv is predi- 
cate to this. Just as 50 A 1-2 means "to designate it (i. e. the 
receptacle) alone when we employ the word 'this' or 'that'," so 
50 A 2-4 means "not to call it (i. e. the receptacle) any of these 
(i. e. any kind of thing [cf. Theaetetus 152 D 4 for &7rotovoIv T] )." 
This clause was correctly construed by Stallbaum and Martin; but 
Archer-Hind perversely took cKEIvo to refer to TO o?rotovoiv . . . 
(K TOVT;V and the antecedent of /yoev TOVTuV to be TO) Te TOVTO Kat TW 

TOOS in the preceding clause (50 A 1-2), and the translations of Apelt, 
Bury, Cornford, and Hackforth all adopt this misconstruction (e. g. 
Hackforth, loc. cit.: " to a qualitative entity, whatever it be, . . . we 
must not apply any of these terms [i. e. terms like 'this' or 
'that'] "). Fraccaroli and Rivaud have the same misinterpretation, 
but they seem to have reached it by another way. They appear to 
have taken txq8yEv To00Wv as referring to To &rotovovv TL . . .K 
TOVTWV but to have made this the primary object of KaXEZv and to 
have taken EKeivo as predicative (e. g. Rivaud: "pour ce qui est 
qualifie de quelque maniere que ce soit . . . nous ne le designerons 
jamais du terme cela"). As for Taylor, I cannot find that he 

expresses himself on the matter in his Commentary. Robin in 1919 
(Jtudes sur . . la Physique . . . de Platon, p. 20, n. 2) adopted 
Archer-Hind's translation, which he says agrees with that of Cousin; 
but in his own translation of 1942 he silently discarded it and con- 
strued correctly: "mais toute determination qualitative, chaud ou 
blanc etc. ... , aucune de ces appellations ne lui (the receptacle) 
doit etre assignee," simply referring to 50 D-51 B, which shows con- 

clusively that this is the meaning of 50 A 2-4 (e. g. 51 A 5-6: 7/v 
. . . V7rtoyXV L7XTE Y7v jT?E aEpaL J'lTE Trvp 7LoTE &OOP XEyWeLEV frTe 

oana (K TOVTWV LTe Te WV TEaVTca ycyovev). 
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Timaeus 50 A 4-B 5 

There follows immediately a visual figure intended to illustrate 
what has just been said in 49 C 7-50 A 4.16 Suppose that golden 
figures of all kinds are continually being remoulded each and all 
into all others, and suppose that someone points to one of them 
and asks " What is it? " In reply to this question, Plato says: 

50 B 1 By far the surest answer so far as truth is concerned is to say 
"gold "; but as to the triangle and all the other figures that 
were coming to be in it, <the surest thing is> never to say "these 

are," 17 since they <i. e. what would be denoted by " these "> 18 

are changing even while one is making the statement, but to be 
content if with some assurance he may be willing to accept <the 

50 B 5 statement> "What is such and such <is)." 19 

16 With the use of aaeacrepov . . . f7rev here (50 A 4-5) cf. 

aaefEOTEpov 7rapadety/Aa in Sophist 233 D 3 ff. and TO uac0>eoTaTov in 
Laws 691 B 11 ff. 

17 The reply "gold" (i.e. "this is gold ") corresponds to the 
admonition to designate only the receptacle by the statement "this 
is . . ." or "that is . . ." (49 E 7-50 A 2). The continually re- 
moulded gold (not the figures themselves that come and go in it) 
stands for the transient phenomena; and to the injunction not to 
say of the latter "this is fire," etc. (49 D 5-E 2) corresponds the 

injunction here 8&'r/ OTe XECyetv tavia US ovTa. This, since the reason 

given for the injunction (B 3-4: a ye . . . IeTa7rTrTc) is the same 
as that given (E 2-4: PevyYEL yap . .. . atLS) for not calling the 

phenomenon anything of which we say "this is X" (D 7-E 2, see 
notes 4 and 5 supra), must mean "never to say that these are" in 
the sense "never to say 'this is triangle,' 'this is square,' etc." 

This construction and interpretation are in fact implied by Tay- 
lor's paraphrase (Commentary, p. 321: To the question "What is 
this I have in my hands ? " he says " it would be safer to say 'gold' 
than to say 'a triangle' or 'a square,' since the figure [i. e., the 

golden figure to which one would point and say: 'this is . ..'] 
would be actually changing as you spoke"). All interpreters, so 
far as I know, elicit an entirely different meaning from the Greek, 
however, for they take Traira as merely resumptive of Tr rplywvov 

E eveyty7To and ovra as existential and translate " never to speak 
of them (i.e. the triangle, etc.) as existing" or the equivalent. 
Cornford too translates in this fashion, but in a note (op. cit., p. 182, 
n. 2) he suggests as preferable: "never to speak of a triangle, etc. 
as these (things), as though they had being." This is to take ravra 
as the secondary object of XAyelv (i. e. predicative to Ta rp7iyvov 
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xrA.), which is in accord with the erroneous construction of TOTo7 
in 49 D 2, D 5, D 6 and TaiTa in E 4 as predicative. Just as in Ws 
Ov OTLOVV TOVTO (49 D 1-2), however, TroVr is the subject of ov (see 
note 1 supra), so here 'raia is the subject of ovTra, for TavTa os 

OvTa, being the forbidden reply to the question TL rTOT' rTt', to which 

.OT XppvffO is the correct answer, must represent ravra Trp0ywvov ooa 
re aXha aX/IaTa ecrT just as OnT XpvrSo stands for TOVTO XpV(TO ErOTIL. 
The displacement of &s in such phrases is not uncommon (cf. Theae- 
tetus 188 A 3, Sophist 255 C 1, Laws 878 A 5) nor is the construction 
&s with accusative participle after XEyeLv (cf. Sophist 263 B 9, Laws 
643 D 8); Laws 641 C 8-D 1 exemplifies both at once, the accusative 
participle with cs after AeyeLv and the hyperbaton of Fs. 

In taking TavTa as merely resumptive of ro rptYWvov . . iveyTy- 
VCTO interpreters have failed to observe that the figures ouaa eveytyveTro 
<ev Tr XpvUor>) correspond to the 'eKaara avr'Iv 7yyLyo/ueva <(Tr 

v7rosox)> (49 E 8), each of which can be defined by the formula Tr 
SLa 7ravToS TOtO'TOV, and that as those are not to be identified with 
their phenomenal manifestations, which cannot be clearly distin- 
guished from one another (oV&8TroTe rT arV-v fiKdaCTr'v OavTatoylEVWV 

[D 1]; see note 13 supra), so these are not to be identified with the 
golden figures (UXrLarTa EK xpvarov). These interpreters would make 
Plato here deny existence to TO rptyowov, etc., whereas what he says 
is simply that you must not point to the continually changing golden 
shapes and say " these are triangle, square, etc." 

18 From what has been said in note 17 supra it should be clear that 
the antecedent of a 7 ... .ueTarMrTT is not Tr Tfptyvov ocra Te 
aAha cXY/i_aTa but TavrTa--or rather in a strict sense the golden 
shapes (i. e. the phenomena) to which the naif answerer is likely to 
point and say " these are triangles, squares, etc." It is the fact that 
these are being remoulded even while he says "this is . . . " that 
makes it wrong to say of them " this is " anything but " gold." Cf. 

fevyet yap ovX rofevrov KTA. (49 E 2) and note 5 supra on the sub- 

ject of that sentence. 

19 aXX' cav apa Kal ro TOLOovrO ET' aorT aAIcttas AWEX' 8E"Cai T0 OS 

aya7riv (50 B 4-5). Martin goes wildly wrong here, translating: 
" mais si quelqu'un demandait a savoir d'une maniere certaine com- 
ment se nromie une telle apparence (i. e. sTo TOLtoIOV), il faudrait le 
lui dire." He seems to have taken eXAj 3eXeaoati to mean wants 
to know," "asks" and &yawrdv to mean " to comply with the request," 
"to content him," neither of which is a possible interpretation of the 
Greek. Archer-Hind, Fraccaroli, Bury, and Cornford took the sub- 
ject of ?0dA1 to be sTO TpyWvov Oaa Te ;aAAa oXr-,IaT'a. So Cornford 
translates: "if they so much as consent to accept the description 
'what is of such and such a quality' with any certainty"; and the 
others translate to the same effect. The whole sentence from 50 A 7 
to the end, however, is determined by the hypothesis that someone 
asks a question (eLKVWirVTOg 8? TtVOS . . . Kal EpOMeVOV Tt 7OT 

' TL) 
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and is framed as the recommendation of a reply to that questioner 
(. . . aaX(TTaTOv l'rL . To .. .8ET7T . . y. vreTroE xyv . . . oA,' 
? . . ayrav); and consequently the person who asks the question, 
not the thing about which he asks, must be thought of as the one who 
will accept or decline to accept this answer. So the clause must mean 
"but to be content if the questioner is willing to accept (as a reply) 

. ."; and so far at any rate Rivaud, Robin, and apparently Apelt 
translate the clause correctly. The reply itself is represented only 
by TO 7TOOVTOV, and it is difficult to be sure what these three trans- 
lators took this to mean. Robin, having construed 50 B 3 to mean 
" never to designate the triangle, etc. as vra " translates this: " mais 
si . . . l'interlocuteur . . . accepte qu'on lui nomme ce tel que 
devient la chose." Apelt and Rivaud appear to have interpreted the 
whole context to mean that you must not speak of the figures as 
ovTa but may speak of them as To TOIOVTOv. Taylor too, despite his 

implied construction of 50 B 3 (see note 17 supra), interprets the 
present clause to mean " you could not safely go further than to call 
the shape of the moment a rotoVrov, a ' phase' in the history of the 
piece of gold" (Commentary, p. 321). Archer-Hind, Fraccaroli, 
Bury, and Cornford certainly take the meaning to be that the 
triangle, etc., which should not be spoken of as existing (oWvTa), 
may admit the predicate " such" (Tr ToLovTov). All such interpreta- 
tions make TOLOVTOV and ov alternatives, a notion that is suggested 
by nothing in the passage that this sentence is meant to illustrate. 
TO TOLOVTov here is the abbreviated alternative to the forbidden state- 
ment TacTa us oTvTa. With it therefore must be understood cs ov 
from the preceding s ovra and -O TOLo7Tov must be related to this 
ov just as TavTa is to OVTa. So those who interpret the former phrase 
to mean " never to speak of them (i. e. the triangle, etc.) as existing " 
ought to take T ToioTovo here not, as they do, to mean that you may 
"speak of them as 7TOTOVr " but rather to mean that you may 
" speak of To TOLOiTOV (contrasted to the triangle, etc.) as existing." 
Cornford's alternative suggestion for ravTa es vSvra, "never to speak 
of a triangle, etc. as these (things), as though they had being," would 
permit him to take TO TOtOVTOV as parallel to TavTa and to under- 
stand it to mean "but to speak of the triangle, etc. as TOTOVUov "; 
but it would do so only if 1) TaviTa were the secondary object of 
XAyeEv, 2) the subject of 0iEh7 oXe(aOal were TO Tplywvov KTX., and 3) 
To TOlOTOV were the proper expression of such a predicate object of 

8eXeor0ae. None of these conditions is acceptable, however. In note 
17 supra I have shown why Tav~Ta must be the subject of oVTa, not 
the secondary object of XyeLv, and at the beginning of the present 
note why the subject of e'OhE 8'XeaaL must be the questioner and 
not the things about which he asks. ThO TOovTOV, then, being the 
statement which the questioner may be induced to accept and thus 
replacing Tavoa, must be the subject of that statement; and the only 
verb that can reasonably be understood with it is ov (or eirl) from 
the preceding ovTa. This in effect yields as the total injunction 
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/prq8EroTE AXyeW TLavTa s( ovTa a,k d ro TO OVTOV <U( Ov>, meaning 
" never to say these are <the triangle and the other figures> " but 
to say " what is such and such <is>," which is exactly parallel to 
IL7 TOVTO dX a( TO TOtOVTOV EKadTOTE T 7po'aayopevetV 7rvp KrX. (49 D 5 ff.) 
and to Tava a uev EKacrTa tc XEiYEr, TO e TOOVTOV . .. OVT KaXtiv 

(49 E 4-6). 

SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS 

What Plato says in Timaeus 49 C-50 B, in contrast to what 
he is ordinarily quoted as saying, is:- 

1) Phenomena cannot be distinctively denominated, because 
no part of the phenomenal flux is distinguishable from any other. 
Because you cannot, by saying " this is . . . ," distinguish any 
phase of the flux from any other, you cannot say of any "this is 
fire " or " this is water," etc. 

2) The distinctive names, naively and improperly applied to 

phenomena, denominate in each case " the such and such, what- 
ever the correct formula may be, that is always identical in each 
and all of its occurrences." 

3) If at any time anywhere one tries to distinguish any phase 
of the phenomenal flux from any other by saying "this," one 

always in fact points to the permanent, unchanging, and char- 
acterless receptacle in which are constantly occurring transient 
and indeterminable manifestations of the determinate character- 
istics just mentioned. 

In 50 B-51 B Plato tries further to clarify and illustrate 

chiefly by use of analogies the nature of this medium or re- 

ceptacle, which finally in 52 A 8 he calls " space " (x,pa). 
What are identified by the formula. rT TOLOVTOV ad 7rEpLepepO6/evoV 

OJlOtOV EKOa(TOV 7rTpL Kat L (VTaVTWV or sTO gLa raVTo TotoVTOV or even 

just TO TLOTOV are manifested by coming to be in the receptacle 
from which again they disappear. Later these distinct and self- 
identical characteristics that enter and leave the receptacle are 
called tLtrJ^uLTaTa Tv O1OVToV ciE (50 C 4-5) and rT(v Oael OvTrwv dJ-OoLtow- 
yLaTa (51 A 2), and in 52 C their nature is said to be that of an 

image (eLKoV) of intelligible reality, to which it is o'iWvv/ov 0OLOLOv 

re (52 A 4-7). They are consequently not ideas 20 (which, more- 

20 As Fraccaroli (op. cit., p. 248, n. 1) seems to suggest and Eva 
Sachs (op. cit., pp. 191-2) definitely asserts. 
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over, are emphatically said not to enter into anything [52 A 2-3 
and C 5-D 1]). They are occasionally called eJc&, ye'v-, and 
f,opoal (50 C 1, 50 E 5, 51 A 3, 52 D 6), but these words in their 
context mean only "characters." It is misleading to call them 
"qualities," as many translators and commentators do, for they 
are not confined to qualities (the 1tU lWraTa of fire, water, earth, 
air, etc. are on the same footing as those of everything else [cf. 
51 B 5-6 and 51 A 5-6]) and the use of r TroTOVrov in 49 D-50 B 
has nothing whatever to do with the distinction between "qual- 
ity " and " substance." 21 On the other hand, they are not the 
same as the transient phenomena either, for phenomena are the 
apparent alterations of the receptacle as a result of their con- 
tinual entrance into it and exit from it (50 C 3-4). Phenomenal 
fire is the region of the receptacle that has at any moment been 
affected by fire, phenomenal water the region that has been 
affected by water, and so on according as the !utttlxara enter into 
the receptacle (51 B 4-6, cf. 52 D 4-E 1). The intensity and 
limits of the apparent affections of the receptacle are continually 
changing and so are indeterminable as fire, water, or anything 
else. Plato, having said that what fire is cannot be said to be 
" this " or " that " phase of the phenomenal flux but only to be 
the perpetually self-identical characteristic that is the determin- 

ing factor of the indeterminable affection, neither says nor sug- 
gests, as he is so often said to do, either that the unidentifiable 
phases of phenomenal flux can be called Totovrov,22 "such as " 
the perpetually self-identical characteristic, or that this char- 
acteristic can be called TOLoVrrV, "such as" the unidentifiable 
phase of phenomenal flux. In the Cratylus (439 D 8-12) Socra- 

21 Cornford's use (op. cit., p. 183) of Tro rrotovoiv nr KTX. (50 A 2-4) 
to support the statement that they are "qualities" depends upon his 
misconstruction of that passage (see note 15 supra). 

22 E.g. Zeller, Phil. Griech., II, 1, p. 724, n. 1: "49 D f.: man durfe 
keinen der bestimmten Stoffe (wie Fener, Wasser u. s.f.) ein rTde oder 
TroiO nennen, sondern nur ein JroOV7rov . . ."; Robin, La Physique dans 
la Philosophie de Platon, p. 19; Cherniss, Aristotle's Criticism of Plato, 
I, p. 316, note 216 (which should be corrected in accordance with the 

present note) ; most of the translators and commentators discussed 
supra; and most recently G. E. L. Owen, C. Q., XLVIII = N. S. III 
(1953), p. 85, n. 6 (". . . the lame plea of the Tm. [49 D-E] that even 
if we cannot say what any mere yty^yv6zevov is we can describe it as 
rTO rotoov"7 ). 
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HAROLD CHERNISS. 

tes says that of what is always in flux 23 you cannot say, in the 
first place, o'rt KECVOd ErTV or, in the second, on;L TOWOVTOV <(av>, 

and Timaeus 49 D-50 B, when rightly read, neither says nor 

implies anything at variance with this statement.24 
The self-identical characteristics are not identified, then, by 

reference to their transient phenomenal manifestations. They 
are /t/itjaTra T'v OVTW ov at; and it is therefore necessary that, 
having distinguished from the phenomenal flux the receptacle 
and the determinate characteristics that are manifested in it, 
Plato should at this point defend his assumption of the intelli- 

gible realities of which these characteristics are "copies" or 

"images." This he does succinctly in 51 B-E;25 and in the 
conclusion of the whole section (52 A-C) he can now assert that 
it is with reference to the ideas that the determining character- 
istics of phenomena have meaning as it is by their entrance into 

space that they have existence (52 C). Of the phenomenal flux 
itself nothing more can be said than that it is the resultant of 
these entrances and exits in the receptacle. 

HAROLD CHERNISS. 
THE INSTITUTE FOB ADVANCED STUDY, 

PRINCETON, N. J. 

23 He is not here talking of phenomenal flux but is putting for the 
sake of argument the case that arTo rbo KaX6v and airT To daya6'v and such 
entities are in continual flux (439 C 7 ff.). 

24 Owen (loc. cit.), misinterpreting the passage of the Timaeus in the 
usual fashion, concludes that Cratylus 439 D and the similar statements 
in the Theaetetus (152 D, 182 C-D) are corrections or refutations of the 

theory of the Timaeus and urges this as one of his arguments for making 
the composition of the Timaeus antedate that of the Theaetetus and the 
Cratylus. There are no serious grounds for doubting that these two 

dialogues antedate the Timaeus, however, so that the passages in ques- 
tion are in fact supporting evidence to prove that the usual interpreta- 
tion of Timaeus 49 D-50 B is erroneous; but because of Owen's thesis I 
have not used them for that purpose. 

26 This argument in fact sums up the results of the argument in the 
Theaetetus (cf. A.J.P., LVII [1936], pp. 453 and 455; Ross, Plato's 
Theory of Ideas, p. 103). 
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